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Systematic study of the static electrical properties of the CO molecule:
Influence of the basis set size and correlation energy

Josep M. Luis, Josep Martı́, Miquel Duran, and José L. Andrésa)
Institute of Computational Chemistry and Department of Chemistry, University of Girona, 17071 Girona,
Catalonia, Spain

~Received 7 December 1994; accepted 7 February 1995!

The influence of the basis set size and the correlation energy in the static electrical properties of the
CO molecule is assessed. In particular, we have studied both the nuclear relaxation and the
vibrational contributions to the static molecular electrical properties, the vibrational Stark effect
~VSE! and the vibrational intensity effect~VIE!. From a mathematical point of view, when a static
and uniform electric field is applied to a molecule, the energy of this system can be expressed in
terms of a double power series with respect to the bond length and to the field strength. From the
power series expansion of the potential energy, field-dependent expressions for the equilibrium
geometry, for the potential energy and for the force constant are obtained. The nuclear relaxation
and vibrational contributions to the molecular electrical properties are analyzed in terms of the
derivatives of the electronic molecular properties. In general, the results presented show that
accurate inclusion of the correlation energy and large basis sets are needed to calculate the
molecular electrical properties and their derivatives with respect to either nuclear displacements
or/and field strength. With respect to experimental data, the calculated power series coefficients are
overestimated by the SCF, CISD, and QCISD methods. On the contrary, perturbation methods~MP2
and MP4! tend to underestimate them. In average and using the 6-3111G(3d f) basis set and for the
CO molecule, the nuclear relaxation and the vibrational contributions to the molecular electrical
properties amount to 11.7%, 3.3%, and 69.7% of the purely electronicm, a, and b values,
respectively. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, there has been a growing interest for t
nonlinear optical properties of polyatomic molecules.1–3

Such properties give the response of a molecule which
placed under the influence of an electromagnetic radiatio
Under these conditions, and taking into account only th
stronger electric field component, the potential energy of
molecule can be expanded in a Taylor series,
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If the molecular properties~P in general! are defined from
the Taylor series of the dipole momentm, the linear response
is given by the polarizabilitya, and the nonlinear terms of
the series are given by thenth-order hyperpolarizabilities
~b and g!. The dynamic properties are defined for time
oscillating fields, whereas static properties are obtained if t
electric field strength is time-independent. In this study, on
the static, space-uniform field has been considered, beca
it allows for the determination of static electrical properties

When a molecule is placed under the effect of an elect
field, the electronic cloud is modified, nuclei position
are changed and vibrational~and rotational! motion is

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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perturbed.4–12All these changes can be explained in terms o
the electrical properties, namely, dipole moment, polarizab
ity, and nth-order hyperpolarizabilities. Experimental infor-
mation of such changes induced by the electric field can
obtained from the vibrational Stark effect~VSE! and the vi-
brational intensity effect~VIE!. These effects are reported
from the Stark tuning rate (dnE) and from the infrared cross
section (dSE), respectively.

13–16

The methodology employed in this paper, which can b
extended to polyatomic molecules, will allow us to conside
the most important contributions to the molecular propertie
Although some studies12,14–16 have dealt with this subject
earlier, a systematic study of those properties is still missin
In this work, the potential energy of a chemical system wi
be expanded in a double power series. Then, the effect
both mechanical and electrical anharmonicity correction
will be included. The purpose of this paper is, thus, to asse
the importance of correlation energy, basis set size, and tru
cation in the power series. One must note that this meth
can also be related to the more traditional perturbation trea
ment.17

For the molecular properties of the CO molecule, a fa
amount of data, either theoretical calculations18–27or experi-
mental determinations,28–38 have been reported. To our
knowledge, few studies have been reported referring to t
molecular property derivatives. As it will be shown in Sec
II, the Stark tuning rate (dnE), the infrared cross section
(dSE) and the nuclear relaxation~Pnr! and vibrational contri-
75737573/11/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsnse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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butions ~Pvib! to the molecular properties are expressed
terms of these derivatives.

In Sec. II A, we present the details of the molecular o
bital ~MO! ab initio calculations carried out in this paper, and
in Sec. II B, we report the relationships betweendnE , dSE,
Pnr , Pvib and the coefficients of the power series. The mo
lecular property derivatives for different levels of theory wil
be presented in Sec. III. Then, the effect of the basis sets a
correlation energy will be analyzed. From these coefficien
the dnE , the dSE and the nuclear relaxation and vibrationa
contributions to dipole moment, polarizability, and first hy
perpolarizability will be presented and compared with re
spect to available experimental data.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Details of the ab initio calculations

Calculations have been carried out at theab initio MO
level of theory. Inclusion of correlation energy has been co
sidered through perturbation theory at the MP2~Ref. 39! and
MP4 ~Ref. 40! levels, and through the iterating methods C
~Ref. 41! and QCI~Ref. 42! including all singles and doubles
excitations. The basis sets used in this work are the sp
valence 3-21G,43 the split-valence including diffuse func-
tions 6-311G,44,45polarization functions 6-31G(d),44,46both
diffuse and polarization functions 6-311G(d) and the large
6-3111G(3d f).44,45,47

Purely electronic dipole moment, polarizability, and firs
hyperpolarizability have been computed as first, second, a
third energy derivatives of the energy with respect to th
field strength, respectively. At the SCF level, all these deriv
tives have been computed analytically. At the MP2 level, th
dipole moment and the polarizability have been comput
analytically, whereas the hyperpolarizability has been o
tained by numerical differences of the polarizability. At th
CI and QCI levels, the dipole moment has been calculat
analytically, and the polarizability and the first hyperpolariz
ability have been computed by single and double numeric
differences of dipole moment, respectively. At the MP
level, both dipole moment and polarizability have been ca
culated as single and double numerical differences of t
energy, respectively. At this level the first hyperpolarizabilit
has not been computed. To consider the effect of triples e
citations at the QCI~Ref. 42! level, the dipole moment and
the polarizability have also been computed by single a
double numerical differences of the energy, respectively. A
calculations in this paper have been carried out using t
GAUSSIAN-92 ~Ref. 48! series of programs.

Derivatives of the purely electronic molecular propertie
with respect to the nuclear displacements have been found
fitting the dipole moment, the polarizability and the first hy
perpolarizability values to a power series in the nuclear c
ordinate displacements. At the HF and MP2 level, the qu
dratic force constant has been computed analytically. T
MP4, CISD, and QCISD quadratic force constants and all t
cubic force constants have been obtained by fitting the e
ergy to a power series in the nuclear coordinate displac
ments. All the equations are presented in atomic units.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102aded¬02¬Dec¬2010¬to¬84.88.138.106.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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B. Power series expansion of the potential energy

The potential energy of a diatomic molecule under the
effect of an uniform, static electric field is a simultaneous
function of both the field strength and the bond length. Then
the energy of such a system can be expressed as a pow
series expansion,

V~Q,F !5 (
n50

(
m50

anmQ
nFm, ~2!

where the first index refers to the nuclei displacements from
the equilibrium bond lengthQ, and the second index refers
to the strength of the electric fieldF.

Differentiation of Eq.~2!, with respect to either nuclear
displacements or/and field strength, will lead to relationships
between the coefficientsanm of the power series expansion
and the potential energy derivatives:

anm5
1

n!m! F]~n1m!V~Q,F !

]QnFm G
Qe,F50

. ~3a!

Then, the molecular properties are defined:

mel52a01; ael522a02; bel526a03;
~3b!

k52a20; f56a30

and their derivatives with respect to either nuclear displace
ments or/and field strength:

S ]mel

]Q D52a11; S ]ael

]Q D522a12;

~3c!S ]k

]F D52a21; S ]2k

]F2D52S ]2ael

]Q2 D54a22.

This paper focuses on a diatomic molecule, so only the
parallel component of the field with respect to the dipole
moment has been considered. In the power series expansio
of the potential energy, the double harmonic approximation
including both mechanical and electrical first anharmonic
terms has been assumed. In this model, except for the pure
mechanical terms, the maximum value forn is 2, and the
maximum value form is a function of the molecular property
of interest in any case. Under these restrictions, the expan
sion of the double power series of the potential energy use
is given by

V~Q,F !5a001a10Q1a20Q
21a30Q

31~a011a11Q

1a21Q
2!F1~a021a12Q1a22Q

2!F2

1~a031a13Q1a23Q
2!F31••• . ~4!

To our knowledge, this is the first systematic study in which
the first anharmonic terms are included in the expansion o
the potential energy. Lambert14 was interested only in rela-
tionships between the power series coefficients and both th
Stark tuning rate and the IR cross section changes. In th
early eighties, Pandey and Santry49 applied the mechanical
harmonic model to both the potential and vibrational energy
expansions. More recently, Castiglioniet al.50 applied only
the harmonic approximation to the power series expansion o
the potential energy. Then, they only found the nuclear re-
, No. 19, 15 May 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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laxation contributions to the electrical properties. Even mo
recently, Cohenet al.12 used different orders of the anhar
monic correction for different electrical properties. Inclusio
of higher order anharmonic terms in the power series expa
sion of the potential energy is straightforward following th
procedure outlined in this section, and it is summarized
the Appendix.

The nuclear displacements of a molecule caused by
electric field are obtained by differentiation of Eq.~4! with
respect toQ, and then setting the result equal to zero. Sol
tion of the resulting equation, using a Taylor series expa
sion, leads to the field-dependent equilibrium coordinate

Qeq~F !52
a11
2a20

F

2F a122a20
2
a21
a20

S a11
2a20

D1
3a30
2a20

S a11
2a20

D 2GF21••• .

~5!

The predicted change of the equilibrium geometry induce
by the electric field, the so-callednuclear relaxation,50 is
given by

Qnr5
dQeq~F !

dF

52
a11
2a20

2Fa12a20
2
2a21
a20

S a11
2a20

D1
3a30
a20

S a11
2a20

D 2GF1•••

~6a!

and is mainly a function~as we will show in Sec. III! of the
zeroth-order nuclear relaxation termQnr* previously defined
by Lambert14 as

Qnr*5
a11
2a20

. ~6b!

This definition of the nuclear relaxation gives only th
change of the equilibrium geometry, induced by the applie
field, with respect to the zero-field equilibrium geometry.14,50

Equation~6! show that the ratio between the dipole momen
derivative with respect to the coordinate displacements a
the quadratic force constant only controls the change of t
equilibrium geometry induced by an applied field. Thi
change of the equilibrium geometry would also be induce
by an oscillating field. In this case and due to the nature
the applied field, the equilibrium geometry would also osci
late around the zero-field equilibrium geometry. This induce
nuclear relaxation is different, in origin, from the vibrationa
motion of a molecule even for nonuniform applied fields
Then, these two effects, nuclear relaxation~either constant or
time-depending! and vibrational motion of a molecule will
be responsible of two different contributions to the molecul
electrical properties.

Substitution of Eq.~5! into Eq. ~4! will lead to a field-
dependent potential energy evaluated at the equilibrium g
ometry, which will include the effect of the relaxation of the
nuclei,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102loaded¬02¬Dec¬2010¬to¬84.88.138.106.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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Veq~F !5a001a01F1S a022 a11
2

4a20
DF21Fa032a12

a11
2a20

1a21S a11
2a20

D 22a30S a11
2a20

D 3GF31••• . ~7!

Comparison of this equation and the Taylor series@Eq. ~1!#
and subtraction of the purely electronic contributions leads t
the definition of the nuclear relaxation contributions to the
dipole moment~mnr!, polarizability ~anr!, first hyperpolariz-
ability ~bnr!, etc. This definition of the nuclear relaxation
contributions to the molecular properties shows their additive
character. At the equilibrium geometry and for the zero-field
case, thePnr contributions to the electrical properties are
given by

mnr50, ~8a!

anr5
a11
2

2a20
5a11Qnr* , ~8b!

bnr53S a12a11a20
2
a21a11

2

2a20
2 1

a30a11
3

4a20
3 D

56@a12Qnr*2a21~Qnr* !21a30~Qnr* !3#. ~8c!

As Castiglioniet al.50 pointed out recently, the nuclear relax-
ation contributions to the electrical properties are due to th
change of the equilibrium geometry induced by the field. In
agreement with the recent work of Castilglioniet al.,50 the
harmonic part of these nuclear contributions is a function o
two variables, the zeroth-order nuclear relaxationQnr* , and
the derivative of the purely electrical property of the previ-
ous order in the field with respect to the coordinate~the
a1m21 coefficient of the power series!. As it can be seen,mnr
and anr are only function of harmonic terms. This is the
origin of the zero value formnr , at the equilibrium geometry
in absence of a field (a1050). The anharmonic part of the
bnr is a function of the anharmonic coefficients of the power
series expansion of the potential energy and the zeroth-ord
nuclear relaxation. A similar result has been obtained previ
ously by perturbation theory.17,52The nuclear relaxation con-
tribution to the polarizability and to the first and second hy-
perpolarizabilities have been shown to be important.8–10,14,50

Dykstra et al.,25 Pandrey and Santry,49 Rinaldi et al.,51

Bishop and Kirtman,52 Champagneet al.,53 and Bartlett
et al.54 reach the same conclusion to what they called vibra
tional contribution to the molecular properties. This amoun
was essentially due to the induced change of the equilibrium
geometry. ThePnr contribution is originated by the nuclei
displacement from the zero-field equilibrium geometry, in-
duced by the applied field. In this work, we only have con-
sidered uniform fields, but a similar contribution should be
obtained for time-oscillating fields. For these fields, thePnr
contribution could be easily coupled with thePvib contribu-
tion, because both effects nuclear relaxation and vibrationa
motion are time-dependent, but at different frequencies. Th
, No. 19, 15 May 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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nuclear relaxation frequency is given by the applied fie
and the vibrational motion is given by the vibrational fre
quencies.

To obtain the vibrational contribution of the molecula
properties, derivation of the vibrational energy with respe
to the field strength to the corresponding order must be do
In the harmonic model for the vibrational energy, and assu
ing the zero-point energy as the total vibrational energy~no
temperature effect is considered!, the Pvib contributions in
atomic units are given by

mvib>mZPE52
1

2 S dv

dFD
Qe ,F50

52
1

4~mk!1/2 S dkdFD , ~9a!

avib>aZPE52
1

2 S d2vdF2D
Qe ,F50

52
1

4~mk!1/2 F S d2kdF2D2
1

2k S dkdFD 2G , ~9b!

bvib>bZPE52
1

2 S d3vdF3D
Qe ,F50

52
1

4~mk!1/2 F S d3kdF3D
2

3

2k S d2kdF2D S dkdFD1
3

~2k!2 S dkdFD 3G , ~9c!

wherem is the reduced mass,k is the quadratic force con-
stant, andv52pn, wheren is the vibrational frequency. All
such derivatives of the force constant are evaluated at
equilibrium geometry and at zero-field strength. The fie
dependent force constant is obtained by double differen
tion of the power series@Eq. ~4!# with respect to the nuclear
displacements,

keq~F !52a2016a30Qeq12a21F12a22F
212a23F

3.
~10!

At this point, differentiation of the field dependent force co
stant with respect to the field strength should be done. F
expressions for the vibrational contributions are given by

mvib52
1

4~mk!1/2 S 2a2123a30
a11
a20

D , ~11a!

avib52
1

4~mk!1/2 F4a222 a21
2

a20

26a30S a12a20
2
a21a11
2a20

2 1
3a30a11

2

8a20
3 D G , ~11b!
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bvib52
1

4~mk!1/2 F12a2326
a22a21
a20

1
3a21

3

2a20
2

29a30S 2a13a20
2
a22a111a21a12

a20
2

13
a21
2 a1112a30a11a12

4a20
3 29

a30a21a11
2

8a20
4

19
a30
2 a11

3

16a20
5 D G . ~11c!

From Eq.~11!, the vibrational contributions of the mo-
lecular properties are function of derivatives of the force
constant with respect to the field strength~a21, a22, anda23
coefficients of the power series expansion!. In the double
harmonic model of the power series expansion of the pote
tial energy, these coefficients are not included. In conse
quence, the vibrational contributions to the electrical prope
ties have a null value. Only when the anharmonic terms~a30
anda2m coefficients! are included in the power series expan-
sion of the potential energy, the vibrational contributions to
them, a, andb are obtained. Simultaneously, the mechanica
anharmonicity is coupled with derivatives of the electrica
properties~a1m anda2m terms!. This point has been previ-
ously observed for theavib contribution for Cohenet al.12

and Bishopet al.52

Inclusion of the higher order anharmonic terms in the
power series expansion leads to more complex expressio
of the Pvib contribution to the molecular properties~see the
Appendix!. While mvib is still unchanged, bothavib andbvib
are corrected by the second-order anharmonic termsa40,
a31, a32.

The experimental values of VSE and VIE given by the
Stark tuning ratednE and the infrared cross sectiondSE,
respectively, can also be expressed in terms of the coef
cients of the power series. From their definitions and usin
atomic units, we have

dnE5S dn

dFD
Qe ,F50

5
1

4p~mk!1/2
~2a2126a30Qnr* ! ~12a!

and

dSE5S d ln I

dF D
Qe ,F50

5
2

q0
S dqdFD

Qe ,F50

52S 2a12a11
2
a21
a20

D , ~12b!

wherem is the reduced mass andq is the derivative of the
field-dependent dipole moment with respect to the coordina
displacement. Finally,dq/dF is the second derivative of the
field-dependent dipole moment with respect to both nuclea
displacement and field strength. Bothq and dq/dF are
evaluated at the equilibrium geometry for the zero-field cas

From Eqs.~11a! and ~12a!, one can see thatmvib is di-
rectly related to the Stark tuning rate. In fact, the ratio be
tween the vibrational contribution and the Stark tuning rate i
, No. 19, 15 May 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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a constant factor. The vibrational contribution of the polar
ability can be obtained from what we called in a previo
work,9 the second order Stark tuning rate. In the same sen
the third and fourth order Stark tuning rates will give th
vibrational contributions to the first and second hyperpol
izabilities. The Stark tuning rate is a well known experime
tal data for some molecules, but only first order Stark tuni
rates have been reported until now.13–16

At this point, it is important to remark that thePnr and
Pvib contributions to the molecular electrical properties ca
not be directly compared with the vibrational contribution
arising from perturbation theory methods. This classical n
tation gives also two different terms for the vibrational co
tributions. One of them, which is closer to the vibration
term, can be extracted from the zero point vibrational av
age over the property~ZPVA!. The second, known as purel
vibrational, is related to the nuclear relaxation term. Ho
ever, the sum of these terms must have the same value fo
two methods. The analysis of the molecular electrical pro
erties presented in this work and the perturbative treatm
are compared in detail in Ref. 17.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the molecular properties and their deriv
tives computed at different levels of theory are presented
compared with available numerical Hartree–Fock18,19 results
and experimental data.28–38 First, we focus on the equilib-
rium bond length and the molecular properties calculat
second, we present the molecular properties derivatives
tained; third, calculation of the nuclear relaxation and vibr
tional contributions of the electrical properties, first ord
Stark tuning rate, and infrared cross section are presen
finally, a general discussion is given.

In the present study, all the magnitudes presented h
been computed at the equilibrium bond length of the C
molecule at each level of theory used. Unless it is specia
specified, the numerical values of these magnitudes for
carbon monoxide are given in atomic units.

In Table I, the calculated bond length of the CO mo
ecule is presented. With respect to the experimental b
length, the HF level tends to underestimate its value wh
polarization functions are included in the basis sets. T
behavior shows a clear cancellation of errors for the 3-2
and 6-311G basis sets. Inclusion of the correlation ener
tends to give larger values than the experimental bo
length, except if a high level of theory and a large basis se
used. Inclusion of triples excitation at the QCISD~T!/6-31

TABLE I. Equilibrium bond length~in Å! of the CO molecule at the dif-
ferent levels of theory. The experimental value is 1.128 Å~Ref. 28!.

r e~Å! 3-21G 6-311G 6-31G(d) 6-311G(d)
6-3111G
(3d f)

RHF 1.1289 1.1295 1.1138 1.1133 1.1026
MP2 1.1712 1.1760 1.1502 1.1504 1.1334
MP4 1.1872 1.1939 1.1580 1.1584 1.1406
CISD 1.1535 1.1565 1.1357 1.1352 1.1173
QCISD 1.1628 1.1672 1.1446 1.1443 1.1264
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102oaded¬02¬Dec¬2010¬to¬84.88.138.106.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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1G(d) and QCISD~T!/6-3111G(3d f) levels of theory gave
bond length of 1.1480 and 1.1310 Å, respectively. Except fo
the HF/3-21G value, only the use of a very flexible basis se
like 6-3111G(3d f) and accurate inclusion of the correlation
energy allows one to reproduce the experimental bond leng
~relative error lesser than a 1%!. The dependence of the equi-
librium bond length of the CO molecule with the level of
theory used will affect the theoretical determination of the
electrical properties. MP4 predicts poor bond lengths consid
ering that both triples and quadruples excitations are in
cluded in this wave function.

The quadratic and cubic force constants of the CO mo
ecule are presented in Tables II~a! and II~b!, respectively.
With respect to the average of the experimental harmon
force constants~1.217 a.u.! the SCF values are clearly over-
estimated, and inclusion of the correlation energy tend t
decrease the calculated force constant. For the polarized b
sis sets, while the MP2 and MP4 values are clearly undere
timated, the CISD values are still overestimated and the ca
culated QCISD force constant are also overestimated exce
for the 6-311G(d) basis set. The best calculated values ar
the QCISD with the 6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d) basis sets,
that show relative errors lesser than 1% with respect to th
averaged experimental value. On the other hand, the cub
force constant, at least for the correlated levels and the tw
larger basis sets, shows relative errors smaller than 5% wi
respect to the QCISD/6-3111G(3d f) value. In general,
these errors are smaller than those obtained for the quadra
force constant.

Tables III~a!, III ~b!, and III~c! present the values calcu-
lated of the purely electronic component of the electrica
properties. As it is well known, the dipole moment of the CO
molecule is a very sensitive property due to its small abso
lute value. Direct comparison between the SCF dipole mo
ment presented in Table III~a! and the numerical HF~HF/
num! value cannot be done because the numericalm has
been computed at the experimental bond length. At the e
perimental geometry, the calculated HF/6-31G(d), HF/6-31
1G(d), and HF/6-3111G(3d f) values of the dipole mo-

TABLE II. Quadratic force constant [k5(]2E/]r 2)52a20] of the CO
molecule at the different levels of theory. Experimental values are 19.016
mdyn/Å51.2216 a.u.~Ref. 28! and 18.55 mdyn/Å51.1915 a.u.~Ref. 29!.
~b! Cubic force constant [f5(]3E/]r 3)56a30] of the CO molecule at the
different levels of theory.

3-21G 6-311G 6-31G(d) 6-311G(d)
6-3111G
(3d f)

~a! ]2E/]r 2

RHF 1.391 1.354 1.544 1.535 1.543
MP2 0.979 0.950 1.171 1.158 1.186
MP4 0.756 0.710 0.962 1.036 1.073
CISD 1.160 1.131 1.344 1.339 1.369
QCISD 1.057 1.002 1.228 1.207 1.262

~b! ]3E/]r 3

RHF 25.18 25.14 25.44 25.74 25.85
MP2 23.80 23.64 24.22 24.53 24.54
MP4 23.71 23.94 25.56 24.54 24.31
CISD 24.07 24.21 24.72 24.79 24.95
QCISD 23.82 23.95 24.38 24.53 24.74
, No. 19, 15 May 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ment are20.1304,20.1269, and20.1063 a.u., respectively.
These results clearly show two facts. First, very flexible bas
sets must be used to reproduce the numerical SCF dip
moment, and second the experimental bond length only c
be reproduced if an accurate introduction of the correlatio
energy is done. Then, when correlation energy is include
both the equilibrium bond length and the calculatedmel are
getting close to the experimental values. The QCISD/6-3
1G(3d f) dipole moment, presented in Table III~a!, underes-
timates the dipole moment by 20%. When the triples excit
tions are included at the QCISD~T!/6-3111G(3d f) level, the
mel is 0.0495 a.u., which represents an overestimation fro
the experimental value. Clearly, contributions different from
the purely electronic one must be considered to reprodu
the experimental value of the total dipole moment.

For the polarizability and due to its higher absolut
value, the agreement between the calculated values and
experimental data is much better. Comparison between
HF/num and the HF/6-3111G(3d f) polarizability gave a
3% underestimation of the MO-LCAO value, which can b
due to the different bond length used in the calculation
Therefore, at the correlated levels a better agreement
tween the calculated and the experimentala should be ex-
pected. Inclusion of the triples excitations at the QCISD~T!/
6-3111G(3d f) level gave 15.55 a.u. This value under
estimates the experimental data by 11%. Consequently, ot

TABLE III. ~a! Electronic component of the dipole moment@mel52(]E/
]F)52a01# of the CO molecule at the different levels of theory. The nu
merical Hartree–Fock value is20.104 26~Refs. 18, 19!. Experimental val-
ues are 0.048 a.u.~Ref. 30! and 0.044 a.u.~Ref. 31!. A positive dipole
moment means the polarity C2O1. For the dipole moment, 1
a.u.58.478 3631030 C m52.541 75 D.~b! Electronic component of the po-
larizability @ael52(]2E/]F2)522a02# of the CO molecule at the different
levels of theory. The numerical Hartree–Fock value is 14.45~Refs. 18 and
19!. The experimental value is 17.55 a.u.~Ref. 31!. For the polarizability, 1
a.u.51.648 78310241 C2 m2 J21. ~c! Electronic component of the first hy-
perpolarizability @bel52(]3E/]F3)526a03# of the CO molecule at the
different levels of theory. The numerical Hartree–Fock value is 31.32~Refs.
18 and 19!. For the first hyperpolarizability, 1 a.u.53.206 36310253

C3 m3 J22.

3-21G 6-311G 6-31G1(d) 6-311G(d)
6-3111G
(3d f)

~a! mel

RHF 20.1562 20.2081 20.1035 20.0972 20.0574
MP2 0.1204 0.0688 0.0791 0.0767 0.1046
MP4 0.0501 20.0077 0.0348 0.0366 0.0771
CISD 20.0104 20.0746 20.0183 20.0160 0.0235
QCISD 0.0020 20.0542 20.0045 20.0035 0.0364

~b! ael

RHF 11.17 14.17 11.99 14.10 14.05
MP2 12.32 17.41 13.24 16.14 15.73
MP4 11.96 17.11 13.11 16.04 15.73
CISD 11.15 16.49 12.72 15.28 14.84
QCISD 12.03 17.04 12.98 15.75 15.32

~c! bel

RHF 15.67 37.10 19.43 33.53 29.67
MP2 5.57 30.89 13.95 31.00 27.18
CISD 9.23 33.95 16.14 31.38 26.94
QCISD 7.51 33.90 14.74 31.08 27.18
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102aded¬02¬Dec¬2010¬to¬84.88.138.106.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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contributions different from the pure electronic are needed
reproduce the experimental value.

From the SCF data presented in Table III~c!, it can be
observed the dependence of theb with respect to the basis
set and to the geometry used. For the 6-311G(d) and 6-311
1G(3d f) basis sets, all the correlated levels predict value
of b that agree~less than a 10% error! with the experimental
data32 ~bESHG530.263.2 a.u.! showing the need to include
both diffuse and polarization functions in the theoretical ca
culations of this nonlinear optical property. In a recent re
view, Shelton and Rice1 have established the third harmonic
generation~THG! and the static electric field induced second
harmonic generation~ESHG! as the preferred experimental
techniques to determine the electronic contribution to th
hyperpolarizability.

In Tables IV~a!, IV~b!, and IV~c!, the first derivatives of
mel , ael , andbel with respect to the normal coordinate are
presented. Contrary to the evaluation of the dipole momen
the calculated values of the dipole moment derivative hav
the correct sign28 for the different levels of theory used in the
present work. While the SCF values overestimated this d
rivative by more than 50% with the basis sets including po
larization functions, the MP2 and MP4 levels underestima
the dipole moment derivative by more than 20%. Like th
SCF levels, the CISD and QCISD levels overestimate the
predicted dipole moment derivative, but the relative error
reduced to 6.1%, when the 6-3111G(3d f) basis set is used.
However, due to cancellation error the QCISD/6-31G(d)
level reproduces, with an error lesser than 5%, the expe
mental value of the dipole moment derivative.

The values of the]b/]Q presented in Table IV~b! have

TABLE IV. ~a! First derivative of the dipole moment with respect to the
bond length [(]m/]r )52a11] of the CO molecule at the different levels of
theory. The experimental value is23.22310210 esu50.670 a.u.~Refs. 33–
35!. ~b! First derivative of the polarizability with respect to the bond length
[( ]a/]r )522a12] of the CO molecule at the different levels of theory. The
experimental value is~2.9860.38!310216 cm25~10.661.4! a.u. ~Refs. 36
and 37!. ~c! First derivative of the first hyperpolarizability with respect to
the bond length [(]b/]r )526a13] of the CO molecule at the different
levels of theory.

3-21G 6-311G 6-31G(d) 6-311G(d)
6-3111G
(3d f)

~a! ]m/]r
RHF 20.851 21.072 20.987 21.059 21.014
MP2 20.218 20.416 20.425 20.504 20.501
MP4 20.228 20.347 20.431 20.489 20.498
CISD 20.577 20.808 20.727 20.804 20.788
QCISD 20.496 20.713 20.644 20.719 20.711

~b! ]a/]r
RHF 8.50 10.12 9.05 9.78 9.22
MP2 10.37 14.04 11.28 12.93 12.00
MP4 7.59 11.26 9.76 11.33 11.11
CISD 9.04 11.42 9.85 10.89 10.14
QCISD 8.86 11.51 9.91 11.14 10.49

~c! ]b/]r
RHF 20.07 15.54 27.35 16.37 10.65
MP2 29.95 217.15 5.59 22.27 22.29
CISD 4.03 27.26 15.07 1.44 1.37
QCISD 21.19 216.57 8.14 22.23 1.78
, No. 19, 15 May 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the correct sign.29 The different behavior of the dipole and
polarizability first derivatives with respect to the level o
theory can be due to the different sensitivity of the dipo
moment and the polarizability to the change of the bo
length. This effect can be observed experimentally in t
different changes produce by the environment~spectra in so-
lution! in the line intensities of the infrared and raman vibr
tional spectroscopy.29 With respect to the experimental data
the calculated SCF values of]a/]Q are underestimated and
the MP2 values are overestimated. The CISD and QCI
calculations give values that are into the margin of error
the experimental data, especially when the larger basis
are used. The calculated values of the first derivative of thb
with respect to the nuclear displacements presented in Ta
IV ~c! show two different facts. First, the SCF values a
clearly overestimated. Second, both correlation energy
very flexible basis sets must be used to obtain reliable val
of the ]b/]Q. It seems that the first derivative of theb
probably has a small absolute value.

In Tables V~a!, V~b!, and V~c!, second derivatives of the
m, a, andb with respect to the nuclear displacements a
presented. The second derivative of the dipole moment w
respect to the normal coordinate, like higher order deriv
tives of dipole moment, has been assumed to be sma55

Except for some MP2 and MP4 calculated values, this
what Table V~a! shows. The HF, CISD or QCISD values ar
either positive or negative, but small in general. The b
calculated value@QCISD/6-3111G(3d f)# is three times
larger than the experimental determination, showing t
probably all the calculated]2m/]Q2 suffer form numerical
instabilities. For thea derivative, except the perturbative va
ues, which are very large~MP2! or change even the sign

TABLE V. ~a! Second derivative of the dipole moment with respect to t
bond length [(]2m/]r 2)522a21] of the CO molecule at the different levels
of theory. The experimental value is~0.2960.10!31022 esu/cm2

5~0.03260.011! a.u. ~Refs. 33–35!. ~b! Second derivative of the polar-
izability with respect to the bond length [(]2a/]r 2)524a22] of the CO
molecule at the different levels of theory.~c! Second derivative of the first
hyperpolarizability with respect to the bond length [(]2b/]r 2)
5212a23] of the CO molecule at the different levels of theory.

3-21G 6-311G 6-31G(d) 6-311G(d)
6-3111G
(3d f)

~a! ]2m/]r 2

RHF 20.162 0.162 20.128 20.391 20.100
MP2 1.470 0.524 0.292 0.684 0.392
MP4 1.351 1.508 0.982 0.960 0.744
CISD 0.198 20.093 0.004 20.111 20.198
QCISD 0.342 0.120 0.190 0.099 20.010

~b! ]2a/]r 2

RHF 4.08 6.48 5.73 7.88 7.59
MP2 8.81 15.27 8.86 12.20 13.62
MP4 20.76 8.30 1.69 21.47 7.33
CISD 4.82 7.06 6.22 7.57 7.76
QCISD 2.77 4.62 4.76 6.19 6.80

~c! ]b2/]r 2

RHF 27.9 6.3 4.1 17.8 26.1
MP2 235.7 234.1 281.8 2179.0 958.3
CISD 21.7 71.7 8.9 632.2 2194.5
QCISD 229.7 27.8 237.9 21001.7 2341.7
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102ded¬02¬Dec¬2010¬to¬84.88.138.106.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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from one basis set to another~MP4!, the HF, CISD values
are overestimated with respect to the QCISD ones. In pa
ticular, the most favorable cases@HF/6-3111G(3d f) and
CISD/6-3111G(3d f)# show relative errors of 11.6% and
14.1% with respect to the QCISD/6-3111G(3d f), respec-
tively. The calculated values of the second derivatives of th
b show even more erratic behavior than the second deriv
tive of the polarizability. This behavior can be due to numer
cal instabilities of the calculated]2b/]Q2. Then, to obtain
accurate values of these derivatives analytical derivatives
the electrical properties are needed.

Table VI~a! presents the zeroth-order nuclear relaxatio
term defined in Eq.~6a!. From the experimental values of the
dipole moment derivative33–35 and the harmonic force
constant,28,29 the experimental estimate of the zeroth-orde
nuclear relaxation is~0.55560.007! a.u. The predicted
zeroth-order nuclear relaxation value at the QCISD/6-31
1G(3d f) differs by less than 2% from the experimenta
value. This great agreement that could be fortuitous cou
also be due to the consistency in the errors observed for t
dipole moment derivative and the quadratic force constant
this level of theory with respect to the experimental value
In general, the CISD and QCISD calculations using bas
sets including polarization functions predict theQnr* with less
than a 10% error with respect to the experimental one. Wh
the SCF tends to overestimate the zeroth-order nuclear rel
ation, the MP2 and MP4 levels underestimate it, essentia
because of the error in the dipole moment derivative. In th
previous section we assessed that the zeroth-order nucl
relaxation term@Eq. 6~b!# represents the major contribution
to the total nuclear relaxation. For instance, for a fiel
strength of 0.01 a.u. theQnr* term computed at the SCF,
CISD, and QCISD levels gave more than 90% of the tot
nuclear relaxation. At the MP2 and MP4 levels, the zeroth

eTABLE VI. ~a! Zero order nuclear relaxation (Qnr* 5 a11 /2a20) of the CO
molecule at the different levels of theory.~b! Nuclear relaxation contribution
to the polarizability (anr 5 a11Qnr* ) of the CO molecule at the different
levels of theory.~c! Nuclear relaxation contribution to the first hyperpolar-
izability @Eq. 8~c!# of the CO molecule at the different levels of theory.

3-21G 6-311G 6-31G(d) 6-311G(d)
6-3111G
(3d f)

~a! Qnr*
RHF 0.607 0.796 0.640 0.688 0.657
MP2 0.227 0.441 0.359 0.436 0.423
MP4 0.302 0.488 0.448 0.472 0.464
CISD 0.463 0.715 0.541 0.605 0.575
QCISD 0.470 0.711 0.524 0.596 0.563

~b! anr

RHF 0.52 0.85 0.63 0.73 0.67
MP2 0.05 0.18 0.15 0.22 0.21
MP4 0.07 0.17 0.19 0.23 0.23
CISD 0.25 0.58 0.39 0.49 0.45
QCISD 0.23 0.51 0.34 0.43 0.40

~c! bnr

RHF 216.80 226.47 218.97 222.64 219.67
MP2 26.78 218.56 212.24 216.90 215.36
MP4 26.62 215.89 213.02 215.89 215.41
CISD 212.83 226.17 216.72 220.95 218.64
QCISD 212.65 225.82 216.08 220.77 218.58
, No. 19, 15 May 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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order contribution represents more than 80% of the to
nuclear relaxation. When only the first field-dependent te
of the nuclear relaxation is added to the zeroth-ord
(Qnr'Qnr*1a12F/2a20more than the 98% of the tota
nuclear relaxation is obtained, showing that these harmo
terms are the most important ones of the total nuclear rel
ation. For this reason, in the evaluation of the fiel
dependent force constant derivatives, only the harmo
terms of theQnr have been considered to obtain the vibr
tional contributions to the electrical properties.

Tables VI~b! and VI~c! present, respectively, the nuclea
relaxation contributions to the polarizability and to the fir
hyperpolarizability. From the experimental values of the d
pole moment derivative and the harmonic force constant,
experimental estimate of theanr is ~0.37260.005! a.u. The
predicted QCISD/6-3111G(3d f) nuclear relaxation contri-
bution to the polarizability is overestimated by 7.5% wi
respect to the experimental value. The SCF, MP2, and M
anr contribution reproduces, essentially, the behavior of t
dipole moment derivative. The best estimated value ofanr is
obtained at the QCISD/6-31G(d) level. The calculatedbnr
takes negative values that have the same order of magni
than the electronic component, like Tables III~c! and VI~c!
show. For instance at the QCISD/6-3111G(3d f) level, the
absolute value of thebnr represents 68.4% of thebel . This is
a general behavior obtained at the different levels of the
considered. At the HF or MP2 with the 6-31G(d) basis set,
the nuclear relaxation contribution has roughly the same
solute value than the electronic one. At the SCF level,
anharmonic terms represent, in average, 8% of the totalbnr .
However, at the correlated levels these anharmonic te
represent less than 5% of the total value ofbnr . For instance,
at the QCISD and MP2 using the 6-3111G(3d f) basis set,

TABLE VII. ~a! Vibrational contribution to the dipole moment@Eq. ~11a!#
of the CO molecule at the different levels of theory.~b! Vibrational contri-
bution to the polarizability@Eq. ~11b!# of the CO molecule at the different
levels of theory.~c! Vibrational contribution to the first hyperpolarizability
@Eq. ~11c!# of the CO molecule at the different levels of theory.

3-21G 6-311G 6-31G(d) 6-311G(d)
6-3111G
(3d f)

~a! mvib

RHF 20.0062 20.0076 20.0065 20.0078 20.0071
MP2 0.0014 20.0025 20.0025 20.0027 20.0031
MP4 0.0006 20.0011 20.0034 20.0026 20.0027
CISD 20.0035 20.0065 20.0049 20.0058 20.0059
QCISD 20.0032 20.0060 20.0043 20.0053 20.0053

~b! avib

RHF 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.07
MP2 0.11 0.16 0.10 0.13 0.12
MP4 0.09 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.11
CISD 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.08
QCISD 0.07 0.11 0.08 0.10 0.09

~c! bvib

RHF 20.28 20.29 20.29 20.27 20.18
MP2 0.20 20.30 20.19 20.44 1.86
CISD 1.1•1023 20.14 0.01 1.07 20.52
QCISD 20.13 20.30 20.11 22.21 22.56
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102ded¬02¬Dec¬2010¬to¬84.88.138.106.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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the anharmonic terms represent the 4.6% and 0.9% of
total bnr , respectively.

In Tables VII~a!, VII ~b!, and VII~c! the vibrational con-
tributions to the electrical properties are presented. Compa
son between themel and themvib shows that the vibrational
component is a meaningful component of the total value
the dipole moment. For instance, using the 6-3111G(3d f)
basis set and in absolute value, themvib represents 11.7% of
the mel , in average. As it is shown in the Appendix, highe
order anharmonic corrections will not improve the vibra
tional contribution to the dipole moment. From Tables VII~b!
and VII~c!, the vibrational contributions to thea andb are
less important than the nuclear relaxation one. But, bothavib
andbvib must be considered to obtain accurate values of t
totala andb. Specially thebvib represents more than 10% o
the nuclear relaxation contribution, at the QCISD/6-31
1G(3d f) level.

In Tables VIII~a! and VIII~b!, the calculated Stark tuning
rate and IR cross section changes are given. The calcula
HF, CISD, and QCISD values of thednE agree with the
experimental determination. The MP2 and MP4 are qu
different than the experimentaldnE. A similar fact can be
observed in the theoretically predicted values of thedSE.
While the CISD and QCISD values are in good agreeme
with the experimentally observed IR cross section chang
the MP2 and MP4 values are larger. The origin of this b
havior is also due to the large calculateda21 coefficient. The
SCF estimateddSE is smaller than the experimental value
because to the large calculated first derivative of the dipo
moment@Table IV~a!#.

At this point, a comparison between contributions to th
molecular properties obtained in the present work and o
tained using the finite field methodology8–10 to the previ-
ously reported data5 can be made. Data reported in Ref. 5 ar
obtained at the HF/DZP level. Then, the comparison must
done with respect to the HF/6-31G(d) values. At the HF/
DZP level, ther eq, the k, themel and the (]m/]Q)Qeq,F50

values are 1.117 Å, 1.525 a.u.,20.070 a.u., and21.068 a.u.,

TABLE VIII. ~a! First order Stark tuning rate@Eq. ~12a!# of the CO mol-
ecule at the different levels of theory~in 107 cm21/V cm21!. The experimen-
tal value is~5.0961.00!31027 cm21/V cm21 ~Ref. 14!. ~b! Infrared cross
section changes@Eq. ~12b!# of the CO molecule at the different levels of
theory ~in 109 cm/V!. The experimental value is~25.565.8!31029 cm/V
~Ref. 14!.

3-21G 6-311G 6-31G(d) 6-311G(d)
6-3111G
(3d f)

~a! 107•dnE

RHF 5.32 6.47 5.55 6.69 6.06
MP2 21.19 2.12 2.15 2.30 2.68
MP4 20.54 0.94 2.93 2.22 2.31
CISD 2.99 5.56 4.20 4.98 4.97
QCISD 2.69 5.13 3.64 4.52 4.56

~b! 109•dSE

RHF 23.92 23.62 23.59 23.69 23.56
MP2 217.85 212.88 210.22 29.74 29.17
MP4 212.22 211.79 28.41 28.40 28.94
CISD 26.47 25.52 25.26 25.29 25.05
QCISD 26.81 26.23 25.91 25.98 25.74
, No. 19, 15 May 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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respectively. The larger difference between these values
the HF/6-31G(d) ones is obtained for the dipole momen
From these data, theQnr* and theanr are, respectively, 0.700
and 0.748 a.u. The nuclear relaxation contributions to
dipole moment, polarizability and first hyperpolarizabilit
obtained by the finite field method are20.001, 0.74, and
222.17 a.u., respectively. The nonzero value of themnr gave
the numerical error of the finite field values. Vibrational co
tributions to the electrical properties obtained by the fin
field method are20.0077, 0.06, and 0.66 a.u., for them, a,
and b, respectively. The finite field values are in the sam
order of magnitude than the values presented in this wo
Except for theavib , the finite field values are slightly over
estimated with respect to thePnr andPvib contributions cal-
culated in this work. The origin of this overestimation can
due to the different basis set used. But, a systematic sl
overestimation of the nuclear and the vibrational contrib
tions to the molecular properties cannot be disregarded.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present study consists in a detailed interpretation
the nuclear relaxation and vibrational contributions to t
dipole moment, polarizability and hyperpolarizability of
diatomic molecule. Carbon monoxide has been chosen a
example. ThePnr andPvib contributions to the static molecu
lar electrical properties, thednE and thedSE have been inter-
preted in terms of the derivatives of the electronic comp
nents of them, a, and b. These derivatives have bee
evaluated at the equilibrium geometry and in the zero-fie
case. The calculatedPel , Pnr , Pvib , dnE , anddSE have also
been compared with the available experimental data. Fina
the effect of the basis set and the correlation energy and
truncation in the power series expansion have been con
ered in the study of these molecular properties of the C
molecule.

With respect to the level of theory, we have found th
both very flexible basis sets and correlation energy must
considered to accurately reproduce the experimental d
when they are available. In general and considering the
computational cost of the MP2 calculations, this level
theory allows to obtain reliable values of the different co
tributions ~electronic, nuclear relaxation, and vibrational! to
the total molecular electrical properties. For properties w
small absolute value, an accurate inclusion of the triples
citations in the treatment of the correlation energy must
included. Analytical determination of the molecular electric
properties and their derivatives with respect to the nucl
displacements is preferred, especially when they have sm
absolute values.

Nuclear relaxation and vibrational contributions to th
total dipole moment, polarizability, and first hyperpolariz
ability have been evaluated. The relative weight of these c
tributions to the total molecular electrical properties is i
creased with the order of the molecular property. In avera
and using the 6-3111G(3d f) basis set for the different lev-
els of theory used, these contributions represent 11.7
3.3%, and 69.7% of the electronic contribution of them, a,
andb, respectively. It has been shown that themnr has a zero
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102aded¬02¬Dec¬2010¬to¬84.88.138.106.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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value for all the diatomic molecules. While the nuclear co
tribution is null for the dipole moment, for the polarizability
and for the first hyperpolarizability represents 2.6% a
65.1% of the electronic contribution. The vibrational contr
bution of these static electrical properties represents 11.7
0.6%, and 4.7% of the electronic contributions. From the
data, it can be concluded that all three contributions must
considered to theoretically reproduce the experimentally
terminated static electrical properties. In particular for t
dipole moment of the CO molecule, the best predicted va
of the total dipole moment obtained in this work is 0.04
a.u., considering the QCISD~T!/6-3111G(3d f) electronic
component, and the QCISD/6-3111G(3d f) vibrational one.
This value of the total dipole moment of the CO molecu
agrees with available experimental data.30,31 Assuming for
themvib , the same relative error that it has been observed
the dnE , the theoretically predicted total dipole moment
0.047 a.u. This value of the dipole moment is also in agre
ment with the experimentally determined value.30,31A simi-
lar result is obtained using themel values calculated by
Scuseriaet al.20 at the CCSD~T! level of theory. Only con-
sidering both contributionsmel andmvib the experimental di-
pole moment can be reproduced. For the polarizability, t
same conclusion can be assumed. Only when the electro
the nuclear relaxation, and the vibrational contributions a
considered, the relative error of the theoretically calculat
total polarizability ~16.04 a.u.! is reduced to less than 10%
with respect to the experimental value~17.55 a.u.!.31 Better
estimations of the theoretical values could be obtained
analytical evaluation of the electronic component derivativ
of the electrical properties. Actually, the methodology pr
sented in Sec. II B is being extended to polyatomic mo
ecules.

The first order anharmonic terms have been conside
in the calculated contributions to the electrical properties a
in the Stark tuning rate and IR cross section changes
including these terms in the power series expansion of
potential energy. The first order mechanical anharmonic
efficienta30 has been showed to be the most important c
rection to the harmonic model. This is due to the coupling
this term with derivatives of the dipole moment, polarizab
ity, and hyperpolarizability~a11, a12, anda13!.
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APPENDIX

Inclusion of the second order anharmonic corrections
the power series expansion of the potential energy must
done including thea40 and a3m terms. Under these condi-
tions, the potential energy expansion is given by
, No. 19, 15 May 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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V~Q,F !5a001a10Q1a20Q
21a30Q

31a40Q
4

1~a011a11Q1a21Q
21a31Q

3!F

1~a021a12Q1a22Q
21a32Q

3!F2

1~a031a13Q1a23Q
21a33Q

3!F31••• . ~A1!

Following Sec. II B, it can be easily shown that the
nuclear relaxation contributions of these electrical properti
are unchanged by the inclusion of the second anharmo
terms in the power series expansion of the potential ener
Only nuclear relaxation of the second hyperpolarizabilit
~gnr! will be corrected by the second order anharmonic term

Here, the field dependent force constant is given by

keq~F !52a2016a30Q112a40Q
2

1~2a2116a31Q!F

1~2a2216a32Q!F2

1~2a2316a33Q!F31••• ~A2!

and then, the vibrational contributions to the molecular pro
erties are

mvib52
1

4~mk!1/2 S 2a2123a30
a11
a20

D , ~A3!

avib52
1

4~mk!1/2 F4a222 a21
2

a20
26a30S a12a20

2
a21a11
2a20

2

1
3a30a11

2

8a20
3 D 16a40

a11
2

a20
2 26a31

a11
a20

G , ~A4!

bvib52
1

4~mk!1/2 F12a2326
a22a21
a20

1
3a21

3

2a20
2

29a30S 2a13a20
2
a22a111a21a12

a20
2

13
a21
2 a1112a30a11a1212a31a11

2

4a20
3

23
3a30a21a11

2 14a40a11
3

8a20
4 19

a30
2 a11

3

16a20
5 D

29a31S 2 a12
a20

2
a21a11
a20
2 D 218a32

a11
a20

19a40S 4 a11a12
a20
2 2

a21a11
2

a20
3 D G . ~A5!

As it has been previously mentioned, the inclusion of th
anharmonic corrections does not modify the vibrational co
tribution to the dipole moment, and in consequence, t
Stark tuning rate is also not improved by the second ord
anharmonic corrections. The vibrational contribution to th
polarizability is slightly modified with respect to Eq.~11b!,
and only two extra terms couple with thea40 anda31 terms
are included. The most important effect of the anharmon
corrections is obtained in the first hyperpolarizability. Fo
this nonlinear optical property, inclusion of the power serie
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102loaded¬02¬Dec¬2010¬to¬84.88.138.106.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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coefficientsa31, a32, anda40 lead to more complete expres-
sion of thebvib . The vibrational contributions to higher order
nonlinear optical properties will be even more sensitive t
the anharmonic terms. From the vibrational contributions ob
tained in this Appendix, the second order anharmonic corre
tions a40, a31, anda32 are coupled with first order anhar-
monic terms~a30 and a21! and with the nuclear relaxation
terms~a11/a20 anda12/a20!.
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